
First, understand all the “life elements” that go into job satisfaction and purpose.   (See examples 
gathered from around the web) 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 

You can work in the “rich but bored” or “vocation” bucket while finding fulfillment outside of 
work.  

 
Benefits:  

● Experience gained 
● Network built 
● Learning about yourself - strengths, weaknesses 
● Fitting to family lifestyle needs for a season 
● Can be done without mental pressure of entrepreneurship 

 

You can chase money for a season with a particular focus in mind. 

 
Benefits: 

● Pay off debt 
● Save to invest in your business 
● Get through a rough season (divorce, medical bills, bankruptcy, etc) 
● Can be done without mental pressure of entrepreneurship 

 

But ultimately we want to design a business that puts us in our sweet spot (called “ikigai” on 
some of these diagrams) 

 

HERE ARE TIPS ON HOW TO DO THIS WITH A VIRTUAL PROFESSIONAL 
BUSINESS 

● Choose clients who have businesses that align with your passion(s) 
○ Examples: 

■ Hockey Mom - ran the marketing and social media for the hockey club for awhile 
■ Christian mom - I seek out other christian moms running online businesses 
■ Nerd girl - software engineer - start ups / businesses needing anything tech - app building, 

advanced website work, custom software, back office integration - it’s a natural fit for me IF I 
love their products 

● SkillTrek.com is an example client of mine who needed heavy tech work but matched 
up to my passions as well - being parents and raising our kids well 

■ Health nut?  It’s one of the most profitable niches online 
● Seek professionals - doctors, chiros, dietitians - who have the health knowledge but 

should not be spending their time with VA / online marketing types of activities 

● Learn how to discern “passion businesses” from “businesses making money in your area of 
passion” 

○ Sometimes our passions are simply not monetizable.  I mean, if I could be paid to test running shoes, 
chocolate and mattresses in mansions in Beverly Hills I’d be all in right?   So try these questions to 
discern what businesses are really making money (and therefore changing lives) in your passion area 

■ Is it clear what they are offering for sale? 
■ Is there buzz around those product offerings?  (not just buzz around content posts) 



■ Do they have a lot of positive and believable testimonials? 
■ Have they been featured in major media? 
■  

● Craft the services you offer to position yourself as needed in your area of passion 
○ Where do people who offer services in your passion hang out?  Is it more of a FB or Instagram or YT 

kind of brand? 
■ Get those skills in your portfolio 

○ Where is the current biggest GAP in services in this space?  
■ Example:  Do a lot of these businesses have really bad LinkedIn pages and there’s a huge 

opportunity there? 

● Be careful of NDAs / cross sharing of information between competitors 
○ What if you work this niche like mad and end up with multiple clients in this space?   It’s a little 

awkward to work with competitors.  But it CAN be done. 
■ Example:  There are a zillion online health coaches who may be competing for the same 

clients.  
■ Example:  There are LOTS of chiropractors who all need the same kinds of marketing work but 

only work geographically.  

● Don’t confuse your PASSION for something you want to do all day long 
○ You don’t want to take a good thing, something that brings you joy, and then look inside the kitchen 

and realize you never want to eat there again ;) 
■ (this happened to me a couple times with church ministry!  Sometimes it’s better to just enjoy 

the service and not know what’s broken behind the scenes.  Something is always broken in 
every business.) 


